[Convergent origin of repeats in genes coding for globular proteins. An analysis of the factors determining the presence of inverted and symmetrical repeats].
The factors, determining the presence of inverted and symmetrical repeats in genes coding for globular proteins, have been analysed. An interesting property of genetical code has been revealed in the analysis of symmetrical repeats: the pairs of symmetrical codons corresponded to pairs of amino acids with mostly similar physical-chemical parameters. This property may explain the presence of symmetrical repeats and palindromes only in genes coding for beta-structural proteins-polypeptides, where amino acids with similar physical-chemical properties occupy symmetrical positions. A stochastic model of evolution of polynucleotide sequences has been used for analysis of inverted repeats. The modelling demonstrated that only limiting of sequences (uneven frequencies of used codons) is enough for arising of nonrandom inverted repeats in genes.